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About 8mm Acid Etched tempered glass sheets

8mm Acid Etched tempered glass is also name 8mm frosted tempered glass, 8mm obscure tempered

glass, 8mm opaque safety tempered glass. It’s produced by cut to size 8mm Acid Etched float glass,

through a furnace that heats it well above its transition temperature of 700℃. The glass is then rapidly

cooled and then coming into being. As a decorative safety tempered glass, it keeps sunlight come into

interior and maintain privacy.

Specification 

1.Thickness: 8mm

2.Size: Max size: 3300*4800mm, Min size:300*300mm

3.Color: clear, ultra clear, gray, green, blue, bronze, black etc.

4.Edge work: flat polished edge, pencil edge, beveled edge, corner round edge etc.

5.Holes: the diameter of the glass hole must be bigger than the thickness of the glass. Available for any

customized screw fittings.

6.Cutout: it’s available for any customized size according to requirement.

7.Corner: safety corner can protect the glass damaged from corners when impact force happen.

https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/products/Acid-Etched-Frosted-Glass.htm


What’s the advantage of 8mm non-fingerprint tempered glass?

8mm obscure tempered glass is make of hydrofluoric acid and other chemical drugs on the glass surface
for a special processing, so that the original glass reflective surface into a matte non-reflective surface.
The principle is to use double-sided or single-sided through a special processing. Compared with ordinary
glass, it has a lower reflectivity. The reflectivity of the light is reduced from 8% to less than 1%. To create a
clear and transparent visual effects with technology. In this way, viewers can experience better sensory
vision.

Usage of 8mm frosted tempered glass

As a kind of safety building glass material, and due to its characteristic of easy to learning, allowing the
right transparency while keeping privacy, 5 times stronger than ordinary float glass, It’s widely used as
windows and doors glass, shower enclosure glass, partition wall glass, safety railing glass, table top glass
etc.

https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/video/Frosted-PVB-laminated-glass.html
https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/products/Doors-and-Windows-Glass.htm
https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/video/KXG-kunxing-glass-company-Vietnam-office-partition-smart-glass.html
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